



































































































































Thermodynamic Relationships
Recall There are Zts independent variables for each phase
where s substances in each phase
As a result we can use some basic calculus to reveal a
number of important relationships between Thermodynamic
variables

for now we will only consider the case of a pure substance
single component in a single phase These approaches
however can be easily extended to treat more generalcases

Pure substance in a single phase
2 1 3 independent variables let's choose n p d T

dV
ftp.ndtt 8pI ndPt 8nI p.tdn

let's further restrict ourselves to closed systems i.e dn

DV ftp.ndttf ndP

To what do These coefficients
correspond

d
p n

is how much the volume changes with temperature
In other words it is an expansion coefficient for The
substance

Aswritten it is an extensive parameter but if we divide by volume
it will become intensive

f p n
I L cubic expansion coefficient

tables available for many
substances

for an ideal gas you can easily
prove that

2 YT






































































































































The other coefficient dVpJp.n is how much the volume

changes with pressure i.e it is a compressibility isothermal
Aswritten it is an extensive parameter but if we divide by volume
it will become intensive

isothermal
coconEEassicibeinlitn Kt f EF in

for an ideal gas you can show that Ki Yp

Bringing these two coefficient definitions together gives
closed systemDV a VIT KTVdp dn o

f single component
single phaseVolumetric equation of state

for any singlecomponent in a
single phase

Let's take the same approach with energy as the dependent variable

from 1st law dU dq td w we get du Tds pdV
Thissuggests that we should use S V n as our 3 independent variables

du Gsd as F DV t dont dn
V n s n S v

we identity the 1st two coefficients as

IT ET 8 p dont
s

reveals that temperature reveals thatpressure change in energyis rate of energychange is rate of energychange with increasingwith changing entropy with changingvolume
in isentropic closed amount of substance

in isochoric closed during isentropic
systemprocess System process isochoric process






































































































































Gibbs defined this last coefficient as the

chemical potential M E
It is the thermodynamic force that governs the flow of matter

so du Tds pdvtudn

Next let's look at the enthalpy differential
Recall that H U pv so

dit du part Vdp but since du Tds pdu

we get dit Tds Vdp this suggestschoosing
S P n as our 3
independent variables

so
alt ftp.ndst 8pt s.ndpt n s.pdn

reveals that
t dot and V 8

and you can show that M I
Next let's look at the Hemholtz free Energy
since f U TS we have d f du Tds Sdt

using du Tds pdr gives If por Sdt

this suggestschoosing
V T n as our 3

So independent variables

af F air It E in
p FF s E un

n IE






































































































































And finally using the Gibbs Free Energy
where G H TS we have dG dH Tds Sdi

we get dG SdTt Vdp here suggesting we use
T P 4 n

e

da ftp.ndtt ffp adPt donI p.tdn

s Cff p.nv f8p nn C9f
p

for the chemical potential we have

a Counts 18Th I t.it nh
For a MULTICOMPONENT multiphase system we would
write

dG SddTt Vddp Middnid
A 9 7 sun over allSun over all phases present substances in

The 4thphase

for a pure substance in a single phase The
chemical potential is by definition the molar energy
E 94 G n GET means pure substance

molar Gibbs energy

and
µ GF

Later we'll learnThat the chemical potential of the ith
substance in a mixture Mi may not be equal to thechemical potential a of The pure substance






































































































































Reciprocity Relationships
We can show in a generic way That if X y are state
functions and f x y is a dependent state function Then

df doff yd x t dy Mdx Ndy

T T
M N

then we can take M4 N and write

c io xaiCFxti 8
As long as f is single valued has continuous derivatives and
df is an exact differential ie no path dependence Then
the order of partial differentiation doesn't matter

y
for dt MdxtNdy

This reciprocity relationship gives us o

Maxwell's Relations
du Tds pdV gives dot

d H Tds Vdp gives GPI
p

IF Sdt pdV gives dfg Iff
DG Sdt Vdp gives d

p






































































































































Gibbs Helmholtz Equation
How A G for a process depends on temperature is
important since it will tells us if a process becomesmore or less spontaneous as we change the temperature
We know that db dit Tds for an isobaric process

We also know how enthalpy entropy vary with temperature i e

dit Cpdt ds Cpdent
interestingly both dependonly on Cp and T

To see how dG depends on temperature we start with

db Vdp Sdt where we identify ftp.p s
Given

G H Ts we get G Htt 87 p
divide both sides by T2 and rearranging gives

Et 187

Emeaderivative of Gt wit t

7 E 1 1 7
You can show that

487J SE












































where y SG T X T U ITi
ta or T

0 41 DH Gibbs Helmholtz EQuation

In other words a plot of DG t vs Ilp will be
linear and the slope is DH

If I slope ya
Recall that AG Rtenk

so measure k for a chem
rxth as a function of T
and use Gibbs Helmholtz

11T equation to get SH

Building on this result we can substitute Dr G RTenk
for a reaction into the Gibbs Helmholtz equation




